Case Report

Medical approach to the treatment of feline injection site sarcoma with masitinib: a case report
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Abstract: Feline injection site sarcoma is a common tumor among cats, for which existing medical treatments do not prove to be entirely satisfactory. In this tumor, the platelet-derived growth factor receptor, a tyrosine kinase receptor, is frequently hyperactivated. In the past, clinical case reports with imatinib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI), have demonstrated tumoral stabilization. Here we describe the use of another TKI, masitinib, which specifically inhibits c-Kit, platelet-derived growth factor receptor, and Lyn, and is currently licensed for veterinary use in canine mast cell tumors. The therapeutic results were initially satisfactory, with regression of the tumor followed by tumoral recurrence which was stabilized and moderately reduced. Further studies are suggested, in order to evaluate the relevance of TKIs in the treatment and prevention of recurrences of feline injection site sarcoma. Tumoral stabilization by means of an inexpensive and reasonably well tolerated treatment would prove to be of true therapeutic relevance, in particular for inoperable feline injection site sarcomas. Another indication for such TKIs could be in preoperative treatment as a means of facilitating surgical excision by reduction of adhesions.
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Introduction

Feline injection site sarcoma (FISS) is a common subcutaneous tumor, and occurs among subjects aged on average between 8 and 10 years.1–3 This tumor occurs possibly subsequent to trauma, for example, subcutaneous injections.1–4 The prevalence varies from 1:1,000 injections to 1:10,000 injections depending on the study.4 The post-injection inflammatory reactions lead to fibroblast proliferation and malignant transformation. As a preventive measure, recommendations as to injection sites have been formulated, notably the avoidance of injections in the interscapular region.4

Histopathologically, most FISSs are fibrosarcomas; however, other types of sarcomas can develop, including rhabdomyosarcoma, osteosarcoma, chondrosarcoma, malignant fibrous histiocytoma, or other high-grade stromal sarcomas.3 Following surgical treatment, this tumor may recur despite wide surgical excision.4,5 Other therapies such as radiotherapy and chemotherapy are proposed; nevertheless, and despite these treatments, medical requirements remain unmet.4 Recently, new immunotherapy treatment (Oncept IL-2®; Merial, Lyon, France) has been proposed to complement surgery and radiotherapy for feline fibrosarcomas without metastasis or lymph node lesions. This treatment consists of a local injection of recombinant poxviruses expressing interleukin-2, a previous clinical study having shown that the risk of recurrence is thus reduced.6
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Masitinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) approved for the treatment of canine mast cell tumors. In oncology, no clinical trials with masitinib have been published for feline patients. This compound has an interesting inhibitory profile to address FISS, selectively and potently inhibiting the tyrosine kinase receptors c-Kit, Lyn, and platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR). In the past, clinical case reports with imatinib (Gleevec® or Glivec®; Novartis, Basel, Switzerland), another TKI, have demonstrated tumoral stabilization in the treatment of FISS. The observation set out below describes a therapeutic test with masitinib in a case of FISS. Obviously it cannot be considered predictive for other cases. The objective of this observation was to instigate further studies in order to assess the therapeutic relevance of TKIs in FISS.

Case report

In March 2012, an 8-year-old castrated and vaccinated male European shorthaired cat weighing 4 kg was presented for consultation with a 2 cm deep thoracodorsal subcutaneous tumor measuring 3x6 cm. It was painless, firm, and multinodular on palpation, adherent to deep tissues, and according to the owners had shown a rapid evolution within approximately 1–2 months. The most recent injections in this thoracodorsal area had been performed a year previously for vaccines against feline viral rhinotracheitis, calicivirus, panleukemia, feline leukemia virus, and rabies. Further examinations gave normal results: absence of satellite adenopathy, absence of pulmonary metastasis on X-ray examination, negative feline leukemia virus, and feline immunodeficiency virus blood tests and normal hematology and biochemistry values. Further to the owner’s financial choice, computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging were not performed. With the very strong suspicion of FISS and taking into account the rapid tumor progression, prompt wide surgical resection was the best option, with the objective of clarifying the diagnosis from the excisional tumor. To avoid delay, a prior biopsy was not deemed essential. A large surgical excision was made. Perioperative pain was monitored as usual using opiates and non-steroidal anti-inflammatories. This excision was unfortunately incomplete. A small portion of the tumor measuring 1x3 cm, 0.5 cm deep, situated on the periphery, and remaining at the end of the surgery, was not removed to avoid widespread tissue damage and excessive tension on the stitches. This small tumor corresponded to a local extension of the primary tumor.

Histological analysis confirmed a lesion of feline fibrosarcoma complex (malignant fibrous histiocytoma), but no associated panniculitis lesion. The tumor was nonencapsulated and infiltrative. The prognosis was reserved because of the risk of potential local recurrence (75% of cases within 6–9 months) and development of metastases (25% of cases). The median survival is estimated at 16–19 months. Adjuvant radiotherapy and chemotherapy was fully indicated in this situation but was denied by the owners.

When the stitches were removed, the remaining tumor had already spread and increased by half. It was still painless and without edema, but firm and multinodular. No signs of postoperative inflammatory reaction were noted. Several options were again offered to the owner, including re-excision, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy. Immunotherapy with Oncept IL-2 was not suggested since, at the time, this treatment was not yet licensed. Targeted therapy of masitinib (Masivet 50®; AB Science, Paris, France) on an experimental basis was accepted and administered at a dose of 50 mg orally on alternate days (off-label prescription). Masitinib was chosen on the basis of its profile as a TKI, and being a licensed medicine for veterinary use. This dosage was determined based on previous studies published on pharmacokinetics and toxicity in cats and on a clinical trial with a feline model of chronic allergic asthma. No anti-inflammatory medication was prescribed. Renal and liver functions were monitored according to the company guidance when using masitinib in dogs.

On re-evaluation after one month, the tumor was stable. After 2 months, the tumor had disappeared. The treatment was suspended by the owners in the third month due to mild side effects including nausea and vomiting, and their departure on holiday. Side effects were essentially observed in the first month of treatment and decreased gradually in intensity with time. It would have perhaps been appropriate to resume treatment.

In February 2013, 7 months after discontinuing masitinib, spherical tumoral recurrence with a diameter of 1.5 cm appeared beneath the scar. Treatment with masitinib was resumed at the same dosage, ie, 50 mg orally every other day. No anti-inflammatory medication was associated. After 3 weeks, the tumor appeared stabilized and not adherent on palpation. The treatment being well tolerated by the patient, the dosage was doubled to 50 mg per day (12.5 mg/kg/day), and this treatment was fairly well tolerated, with a slight loss of appetite. Administered over a further 5 weeks, the treatment resulted in slight tumoral regression (diameter of 1.3 cm) measured over the widest diameter. The tumor being virtually stable, surgical excision was performed. Of note, the procedure was facilitated by the lack of adhesions...
to surrounding tissues. Histological analysis reconfirmed a lesion of feline fibrosarcoma complex (fibrosarcoma sensu stricto). The tumoral recurrence was nonencapsulated and locally infiltrative. No postoperative problems were observed.

As a preventive measure against recurrence, treatment with masitinib is currently ongoing for a period of several years at a dosage of 50 mg on alternate days. Return to the initial dosage on alternate days is justified by the concern to minimize the possible long-term side effects, which are still fairly unknown in the cat. This treatment has been very well tolerated for over a year, with no side effects. No recurrence has been noted to date.

In summary, use of masitinib in this case of FISS had a positive therapeutic effect. The dosage used, ie, 12.5 mg/kg on alternate days and then daily, was well tolerated. The secondary effects on the digestive system were acceptable and reversible, and were mainly seen during the first month of treatment. The therapeutic response appeared within approximately one month. Therapeutic efficiency was less pronounced during recurrence, which is frequently more resistant. The duration of treatment favored in this pathology could be several years. Over the long term, the cost of treatment remains very reasonable.

Discussion

This therapeutic test is the first description of the use of masitinib in the treatment of FISS. Masitinib was prescribed off-label here, under the veterinarian’s sole responsibility. For this reason, masitinib was not used as the first-line treatment. In the event of failure, the owners could have accused the veterinarian of having deprived his pet of other opportunities. The surgical option was thus chosen twice to halt tumor development. When recurrence occurred, continuation of treatment with masitinib was not justified once tumor stabilization had been confirmed. Moreover, surgical excision of the regrowth enabled observation of a decrease in adhesions further to preoperative treatment with masitinib. Such preoperative treatment facilitating surgery could become a relevant indication of masitinib.

Current publications recommend very extensive surgical excision to reduce the risk of recurrences.4,5,13 During the first operation, a small tumor corresponding to a local extension of the primary tumor could not be removed. Undoubtedly, this small tumor could have been removed by enlarging the surgical wound, but this would have caused additional pain and surgical complications.

During the initial treatment with masitinib, the tumor recurred within 7 months following the discontinuing of medication, corresponding to the average time scale for recurrence. The theory can be advanced that the effect of masitinib could cease on discontinuing treatment. For this reason, masitinib is currently prescribed as a preventive measure on a very long-term and possibly lifelong basis.

The therapeutic use of masitinib in FISS is based on scientific evidence. Masitinib is a TKI inhibiting in particular the following receptors: c-Kit, Lyn, and PDGFR, in which the PDGF ligand is an important cellular growth factor, especially for fibroblasts.14 Among the TKIs authorized for the veterinary market, masitinib is one of the most selective15 and well tolerated in cats.11

Recently, the antiproliferative and proapoptotic activity of masitinib was demonstrated in FISS cells in vitro.16,17 This action would mainly be the result of inhibition of the PDGF, which is hyperactivated in FISS. Blockade of this growth factor receptor signaling pathway would thus inhibit cellular growth.16,17

Masitinib may function by an additional mode of action. Recently, mast cells have been implicated for their role in the development of tumors and metastasis, by increasing inflammation and immunosuppression in the tumoral microenvironment.18 By specifically inhibiting the activity of mast cell, masitinib would thus have an indirect antitumoral effect.18

Imatinib, the main TKI in human medicine and also a PDGFR inhibitor, has been tested in the past in the treatment of FISS. The results were favorable both in vitro and in vivo.9,19 Stabilization or moderate regression of tumors was noted in the treatment of four cats over an average duration of 2 months.9 However, the very high cost of the treatment thwarted any further studies and its use in veterinary medicine. On the other hand, masitinib is already licensed for veterinary use and compares favorably regarding the daily cost of treatment.

The case report described here involves only one therapeutic test. In the future, further studies on a large number of feline patients will enable a precise assessment of the therapeutic results of masitinib. The response to treatment could depend on the types of cells involved. More extensive and more detailed studies could be undertaken, especially in view of determining the responsive cellular types and/or associated markers. Study of the single clinical case above is not sufficient to be able to draw a conclusion on the higher sensitivity of malignant fibrous histiocytoma in comparison with fibrosarcoma sensu stricto.

The therapeutic potential of masitinib may be present at several levels. First, it may be effective in initial or preoperative treatment to reduce the size of the tumor or to facilitate...
excision by reducing adhesions. Second, it may be useful in prevention or treatment of recurrences and metastases. Third, it may have a role as an additional treatment, particularly in cases of inoperable FISS in combination with other therapies, such as radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and immunotherapy with Oncept IL-2. Should the tumor not disappear, both the control of its progression and tumoral stabilization by means of an inexpensive and fairly well tolerated treatment are of true therapeutic relevance.

In conclusion, in human medicine, several TKIs (including imatinib and pazopanib [Votrient®; GlaxoSmithKline, Brentford, UK]) are currently being tested with some success in the treatment of dermatofibrosarcomas and fibrosarcomas, both of which are pathologies where PDGFR is also abnormally hyperactivated.20-23 Regarding imatinib, a partial or fully favorable response can be noted in 50% of cases.22,23 Another indication for TKIs in human medicine is preoperative treatment during 2 or 3 months as a means of facilitating surgical excision by reduction of adhesions,21-23 also indicated in this case report. The new TKIs now under development will certainly improve on these results; a recent example has been published on a case of dermatofibrosarcoma resistant to radiotherapy and imatinib but sensitive to another recent TKI (sorafenib).24

In conclusion, a study of the use of TKIs, especially masitinib, in the treatment and prevention of recurrences of FISS would be interesting. Preoperative use to improve the surgical excision of tumors by reduction of adhesions and stabilization of inoperable FISS deserves to be studied specifically.
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